MADGE SEXTON KINDERGARTEN
Injury or Illness Home Report

Name of child:

Date: Time:

Care and attention was give to your child today because of:  □ Injury  □ Illness

Description of Injury/Illness:

Cause (if known) / Witness of event (if known/applicable):

First Aid / Action taken:

Action advised: (for example, if advised to seek medical advice)

DECD Incident, Injury, Trauma and Illness Record completed?  □ Yes  □ No

Name of person who has given first aid and completing form: (Print & sign)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE FOLLOWING A MINOR HEAD INJURY
First aid agencies advise that, in the case of a minor head injury, a doctor should be contacted if a person: Complains of a headache; Becomes dizzy or faints; Develops loss of coordination; Vomits; Becomes irritable or confused. If the casualty appears well and does not develop any of the above symptoms or signs, it is unlikely that any serious injury has occurred. However, it is always wise to seek medical advice.